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PROTECTION OF NUCLEAR FACILITIES AND MATERIALS

L. W. Herron, Legal Adviser,

International Atomic Energy Agency

The growth of terrorism in the 1970s throughout the world

induced intergovernmental co-operation in various areas where

threats were strongest. In the area of civil aviation,

aircraft, their passengers and cargo, and airport

installations, were shown to be particularly vulnerable to

threats and acts of violence from persons and groups bent

variously on thrill-seeking, taking refuge, nuisance-making,

political gestures, extortion and terror. Domestic and

international travellers have now grown used to a variety of

security measures established at airports and on planes to

minimise the risk of hi-jacking and other violence.

Co-operative measures were quickly developed by governments,

and some of them have been given juridical form, notably in the

so-called hi-jacking conventions.

-'•Multi-lateral Convention for the suppression of unlawful
seizure of aircraft
The Hague, 16 December 1970.
Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the
Safety of Civil Aviation,
Montreal, 23 September 1971.
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Murders, kidnapping and other terroristic acts committed

against political figures, diplomats and high officials

involved in international missions resulted in the adoption of

similar "no-sanctuary" schemes whereby governments undertook to

either prosecute an offender found within their jurisdiction or

to extradite him or her to a state affected by the offence and
2

having jurisdiction to prosecute for it.

Through the 1970s also, governments and operators of

nuclear facilities became increasingly aware that the nuclear

industry offered tempting targets not only for peaceful

demonstrations of social or political concern, but also for

less-acceptable illicit action by individuals and groups

involving the commission of offences, both civil and criminal,

ranging from nuisance and trespass to armed assault, sabotage,

theft, and extortion. With the development of power generation

and research programmes during this period, more facilities and

greater quantities of nuclear material became available as

possible targets. Perhaps more importantly, the increased

incidence of weapons-usable material, such as highly enriched

Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of Crimes
against Internationally Protected Persons, including
Diplomatic Agents.
Adopted by Resolution 3166 of the 28th Session of the United
Nations General Assembly and opened for signature New York, 14
December 1973
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uranium and plutonium, meant that nuclear installations became

even more attractive as targets for criminal and political

violence. As fuel cycles became more highly developed,

international transportation of both source and special

fissionable material increased as material moved from mines to

conversion, metallurgical, enrichment and fuel fabrication

plants, to power plants and research installations, into

interim storage, on to reprocessing plants and back into the

fuel cycle again.

Practical measures of physical protection were of course

developed by governmental authorities and the industry to meet

^Physical protection consists of security measures designed
to protect against wilful hostile acts which take the form of
theft or unauthorized removal of nuclear material or of
sabotage of nuclear facilities committed on subnational
(non-governmental) levels by individuals or groups of
individuals.

Physical protection contributes to the effectiveness of
safeguards against diversion of nuclear material from peaceful
to military purposes by assuring its containment within '
designated areas. This containment is accomplished through a
system of barriers, detection instruments, surveillance, and
other security measures. Conversely, the essential element of
safeguards, the material measurement and accounting system, is
closely connected with physical protection, supplying
information on the type, quantity, and location of nuclear
material within the facility and detecting losses from, inter
alia, theft or unauthorized diversion. Similarly, nuclear
safety measures which are aimed at the prevention of accidental
damage to nuclear facilities and accompanying possible
radiological hazards, also serve the purposes of physical
protection by helping to prevent or confine the damage - the
same kind of damage might result from an accident as from a
wilful hostile action in the form of sabotage. In other words,
the systems of safeguards, safety, and physical protection are
complementary.
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i the increasing risks. Police and security forces were educated

f to the risks and trained accordingly. More sophisticated

; hardware was developed, designed into systems and installed.
•1
> In some jurisdictions legislation was passed for allocation of

I responsibilities, creation of standards and establishment and

I punishment of offences. There was some international concern,

; however, that development of fully adequate physical protection

I world wide for the nuclear industry was not sufficiently
1
i comprehensive, of a high enough standard or timely enough. The

International Atomic Energy Agency and its Member Governments

responded by developing programmes for co-operation in

technical development, standard-setting, training, and

' development of legislation; and for negotiation of a

i conventional framework for co-operation and for a no-sanctuary
!

approach to the prosecution of persons committing serious
i

; criminal offences involving nuclear facilities and materials.

The IAEA and Physical Protection

The IAEA does not have or exercise regulatory powers over

Member States or within their territories in regard to physical

protection of nuclear material. This contrasts with safeguards

where members have consented to a significant and virtually

unique intrusion upon their sovereignty by the concession of

rights to the Agency under negotiated safeguards agreements to
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send inspectors into their territories for the purpose of

verifying that nuclear materials submitted to safeguards have

not been diverted from peaceful uses.

It is a strongly held tenet of Members of the IAEA that

physical protection of nuclear material and facilities under a

State's jurisdiction or control is a matter within its domestic

jurisdiction and that responsibility for it rests entirely with

the State. State governments normally demonstrate a natural

interest in fulfilling this responsibility as part of their

fundamental function of maintenance of public order and

security.

Notwithstanding this emphasis on domestic jurisdiction, a

government may legitimately be interested in whether and to

what extent such national responsibilities for nuclear material

and facilities are being discharged by other States. Deficient

physical protection in one State may create danger for other

States since the theft of nuclear material or sabotage of

nuclear facilities may have serious international

implications. The resultant common concern and interest of

Members of the IAEA that adequate physical protection be

assured for nuclear material and facilities wherever they may

be exposed to the threat of theft or sabotage. This has found
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particular expression in the development by the IAEA of

recommended standards, and in resolutions adopted unanimously

by the General Conference, the Agency's most representative

policymaking body.

At its XlXth session in September 1975, the General

Conference encouraged the Agency in this area when, in a

special resolution (GC, XIX/RES.328), it endorsed, inter alia,

the Agency's intention to assist Member States in the

development of their national systems for physical

protectionand called upon the Member States and the Director

General to consider ways and means of achieving further

co-operation in dealing with problems of physical protection.

An Advisory Group on physical protection, convened by the

Director General in March 1977 and composed of governmental
4

experts from various regions of the world, formulated a set

of more elaborate recommendations on what the contribution of

4Experts from the following 15 Member States participated*
Austria, Australia, Canada, Egypt, France, the Federal
Republic of Germary, the German Democratic Republic, India,
Iran, Japan, Pakistan, Sweden, the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, the United Kingdom and the United States of
America.
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i the Agency in this field should be. The Agency's Secretariat

! was guided by those reconunendations in its further activities.

| At its XXIst session in September 1977, the General Conference

| adopted a resolution (GC,XXI/RES..350) which urged the Director

i General to continue efforts, in consultation with Member
I

| States, to promote international co-operation in ensuring the

I adequate physical protection of nuclear facilities and

materials and, in particular, to facilitate the development of

an international convention as a legal instrument of such

co-operation.
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GUIDELINES FOR THE PHYSICAL PROTECTION OF NUCLEAR MATERIAL

In 1971, consultants and experts had been convened by the

Director General and their work resulted in the publication, in

June 1972, of Recommendations for Physical Protection of

Nuclear Material (also called the "Grey Book"). Early in 1975,

those recommendations were reviewed by a group of governmental

experts and republished, this time as the Agency's document

INFCIRC/225/ The Physical Protection of Nuclear Material (also

called the "Blue Book").

The recommendations contained in INFCIRC/225 were conceived

as flexible guidelines subject to review and updating from time

to time. The advisory group which met in March 1977 reviewed

this document and introduced greater precision into the

definitions of three categories of nuclear material for which

different levels and corresponding measures of physical

protection were recommended. It is planned that further

revisions be undertaken to take into account changes in the

situation and progress in physical protection.

5The modified version was published as INFCIRC/225/Rev.l in
June 1977.
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INPCIRC/225/Rev.l recommended levels of physical protection

for different categories of nuclear material, and some detailed

security requirements were recommended for nuclear material in

use, storage and transit. The categorization was based on the

potential hazard posed by the material, which in turn depends

on the type and quantity of material. Sabotage against

facilities was considered only if it could result in

radioactive hazard.

The recommendations in INFCIRC/225/Rev.l have been

*•*• favourably received and widely recognized by Member States as

""• helpful in the design or improvement of their national systems

i of physical protection. Many States have used the

recommendations for guidance in the preparation of their

national regulations on physical protection.

In communications addressed to the Director General on 11

January 1978, a group of 15 states agreed, inter alia, on

certain criteria for adequate levels of physical protection as

6The Member States who issued communications regarding
guidelines for the export of nuclear material, equipment, and
technology (INFCIRC/254) were Belgium, Canada, Czechoslovakia,
France, the Federal Republic of Germany, the German Democratic
Republic, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Poland, Switzerland,
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom,
and the United States of America. A similar communication was
received from Australia on 21 February 1978
(INFCIRC/254/Add.l), and from Finland on 1 February 1980
(INFCIRC/254/Add.2). These guidelines are often referred to as
the "London", "London Club" or "Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG)"
Guidelines.
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one of the conditions for exporting nuclear materials and

equipment. In these communications, the definition of minimum

levels of physical protection and, in particular, the

categorization of nuclear material corresponded in terms with

the recommendations contained in INFCIRC/225/Rev.1.

The application of physical protection measures according

to the recommendations is a condition of the provision by the

Agency of technical assistance to Members in the form of

nuclear material and equipment. This is required by a decision

of the Board of Governors of the Agency approving the Revised

Guiding Principles and Rules for the Provision of Technical

Assistance by the Agency.

DEVELOPING INTERNATIONAL LEGAL NORMS

In the mid-1970s clauses on physical protection began to be

included in new bilateral intergovernmental agreements on

co-operation in the peaceful uses of nuclear energy and on

provision of specified nuclear equipment and material. An

example is the agreement between Brazil and the Federal

Republic of Germany, signed on 27 June 1975. Article 5 of this

agreement contained the following provisions*

'published as IAEA document INFCIRC/267
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1. Each Contracting Party shall take the measures

required to ensure the physical protection of the

nuclear materials, equipment, and installations

in its territory as well as during transportation

between the territories of the Contracting
Q

Parties and to third countries.

2. These measures shall be designed to avoid, as far

as practicable, hazards such as damage,

accidents, theft, sabotage, hijacking, improper

routing, interference, or substitution.

3. The Contracting Parties shall for this purpose

agree on suitable measures."

This formulation does not make clear which Party is to have
responsibility during such transportation - but the pactum
de contrahendo in para. 3 probably allows for agreement on
this.
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Subsequently, clauses on physical protection began to be

incorporated into the bilateral and trilateral safeguards

agreements concluded between States and the IAEA. The first in

j a series of such agreements was the Safeguards Agreement of 26
i a

February 1976 between the Agency, Brazil and the Federal

; Republic of Germany which, in Part VI, "Physical Protection",

contained the following wording from article 19*

"Each contracting Government shall keep the Agency informed

of the measures it will take to assure the physical

'•'j protection of nuclear material, nuclear facilities and

specified equipment."

In addition to similar provisions, some safeguards

agreements began to make specific reference to the IAEA

recommendations on physical protection. For instance, the

Agreement of 2 March 1977 between the Agency and Pakistan for

the application of safeguards in connection with the supply of

i uranium concentrate from Niger, section 16, reads as follows

^Dates related to IAEA safeguards agreements are those of
their entry into force after approval by the Board of
Governors and the Governments of the States parties.

10INFCIRC/237, May 1976.
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"Pakistan shall take all the measures necessary for

physical protection of nuclear material, equipment, and

facilities subject to this Agreement and shall be guided by

the recommendations of the Agency with regard to such

measures" (INFCIRC/248, July 1977).

Similar wording can be found in section 18 of the Safeguards

Agreement of 22 July 1977 between Argentina and the Agency in

connection with a contract for co-operation between the

Argentine Commission of Atomic Energy and a West German firm in

the field of fuel element fabrication (INFCIRC/250, November

1977). The "recommendations of the Agency" referred to are

those contained in INFCIRC/225/Rev.1

Some safeguards agreements provide also for consultations

with the Agency regarding physical protection. For instance,

the Agreement of 22 July 1977 between Argentina and the IAEA

for the application of safeguards in connection with a

co-operation agreement between Argentina and Canada, section

24, states*

"The Government of the Argentine Republic shall take all

the measures necessary for the physical protection of

nuclear material and material, equipment, and facilities

required to be listed in the Inventory and shall be guided

by the recommendations of the Agency with regard to such

measures. The Government of the Argentine Republic and the
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Agency shall consult from time to time regarding physical

protection. The Government of Canada shall be invited to

participate in these consultations". (INFCIRC/251,

November 1977)

The Agreement of 10 February 1977 between Canada, Spain,

and the Agency on the application of safeguards was more

specific about the requirements of physical protection which

were set forth in a special appendix and corresponded with the

recommendations formulated in the Agency's document

INFCIRC/225/Rev.l. Section 27 of this agreement contains the

following provisions*

"Each Government shall take all the measures necessary for

the physical protection of nuclear material, material,

equipment and facilities required to be listed in its

Inventory, shall be guided by the recommendations of the

Agency with regard to such measures and shall at a minimum

meet the levels of physical protection which are set out in

Appendix C to this Agreement. The Parties shall consult

from time to time regarding physical protection."
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Appendix C contains the definition of three categories of

nuclear material and a characterization of minimum levels of

physical protection to be applied to each of them (INFCIRC/247,

{ May 1977) ,

This pattern of incorporation by reference in agreements of

the content of INFCIRC/225/Rev.l, either as guidelines or as a

minimum standard, has continued. The practice is a standard

one in recent safeguards agreements concluded by the

12Agency. Moreover, supplier States of both source and

special fissionable material and of nuclear facilities and

equipment have similarly given juridical status in co-operation

and supply agreements with recipient States to the content

of INFCIRC/225/Rev.l, either by reference or by annexure of the

relevant categorization tables and summary of measures

14contained in the NSG Guidelines. Legislation of some

States has also drawn on INFCIRC/225/Rev.l.

^In the same way, physical protection issues were addressed
; in the Appendix of the Second Amendment to the Agreement

for co-operation between the IAEA and the United States of
: America. The characterization of minimum levels of physical

protection and the definition of three categories of nuclear
material to which such different levels are to be applied

; correspond with the provisions of INFCIRC/225/Rev.l and of
! Annex B of the communications from 15 States on their
j export policies. For the text see INFCIRC/5/Mod.2.
] 12Most recently in two safeguards agreements between the IAEA

and the Government of Spain which entered into force on 11
May 1981 (GOV/2019).

13e.g. Agreements concluded by Australia since 1978 with the
; United Kingdom, Philippines, Finland, Republic of Korea and

Sweden; agreements concluded by Canada with, among others,
: Argentina, Finland and Romania; agreements concluded by the

United States pursuant to its Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act.
14See footnote 6 above.
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j / •
j It would perhaps be an overstatement to claim that the

'•\ widespread adoption of the Agency's recommendations into

! agreements and legislation has given them the status of

j customary law. It would be a curious circumstance if they

; should be regarded as international legal norms, thereby

; opening the possibility that one State would proceed legally

j . against another claiming it internationally responsible for

i

} omissions in regard to physical protection within its territory

- a matter up to now zealously claimed by all States to be

solely within domestic jurisdiction. Even without achieving
A

$ such status, however, INFCIRC/225/Rev.1 has obviously been most

1 influential. Its influence carried through into the Convention

on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Materials.
| THE CONVENTION ON THE PHYSICAL PROTECTION OF NUCLEAR MATERIAL

' The need for an appropriate multilateral international

i convention on physical protection was recognized several years

H ago, notably in a resolution adopted on 30 May 1975 by the

.;; first Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on the

Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons. It was also indicated in

: the IAEA publication. The Physical Protection of Nuclear

Material (INFCIRC/225/Rev.1); in Resolution GC, XIX/RES/328 of

\ the General Conference in September 1975; and in the report of

J an Advisory Group on Physical Protection in March 1977.
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j In June 1977, the Director General circulated to all Member

_: States of the Agency the text of a "Draft Convention on

Physical Protection of Nuclear Facilities, Material and

i Transports", which had been prepared by the United States.

j After a series of consultations with the representatives of
•j

j Member States, the Director General invited all Member States

i to a meeting to consider the drafting of a convention on the

j physical protection of nuclear material and made the services

- of the Secretariat available for this meeting at the IAEA

! headquarters in Vienna.

i
In September 1977, the General Conference endorsed this

; intiative (Resolution GC, XXI/RES/350) and called upon all

i Member States to support the Director General's efforts to

facilitate the development of a convention on the physical

protection of nuclear material, facilities and transports which

; would be suitable for adoption by as many States as possible.
\

$ The first Meeting of Governmental Representatives to

; Consider Drafting of a Convention on the Physical Protection of

,, Nuclear Material was held from 31 October to 10 November 1977.

i The negotiations were concluded 2 years later on 26 October

• 1979* the Convention was opened for signature on 3 March 1980

J at the headquarters of the IAEA in Vienna and in New York. As

% ' of 1 June 1981, 29 States and EURATOM had signed the Convention

'.I and two States (Sweden and the German Democratic Republic) had
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; ratified it. It will enter into force after the deposit of the

: twenty-first instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval

; or accession (Article 19).

\
i

' The Convention is the first multilateral treaty to deal
i
\ with the physical protection of nuclear material. It consists
j
! of 23 articles and 2 brief annexes. All of its provisions
i

apply to nuclear material (used for peaceful purposes) in

international transport, and most apply also to such nuclear

material in domestic use, storage and transport. The

Convention does not apply to nuclear material used for military

purposes, although the Preamble emphasizes the importance of

providing physical protection for all nuclear material.

In brief, the Convention provides that parties to it may

: not import or export, nor authorize the import or export, of

nuclear material without receiving assurances from all relevant

I States that the material will be protected during international

' transport according to the levels and categories described in

the annexes of the Convention (which are taken from

: INFCIRC/225/Rev.1). Parties may not permit nuclear material to

\ transit their territory unless protected at these levels, even

.1 when the States actually transferring the material are not

\ party to the Convention.

.1

• Finally, the Convention provides that each State Party must

take any necessary steps to ensure that certain acts involving

! nuclear material, such as theft and sabotage, are made serious
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criminal offences subject to extradition or prosecution. These

criminal penalties will apply to acts relating to nuclear

material in domestic use, storage, or transit as well as in

international transport. The 'no sanctuary' approach of the

legal regime to be established by the Convention follows

closely that of the Hague, Montreal and Internationally

Protected Persons Conventions

During the two year negotiation of the Convention a number

of political and legal problems had to be overcome. The scope

of the Convention remained uncertain until a very late stage in

the following areas;

civil/military; a small minority of representatives held

the position that the measures prescribed by the Convention

should apply not only to civil nuclear material but also to

nuclear material in military use. Nuclear-weapon States

indicated that their military nuclear material was subject to

stronger measures of physical protection than those required by

the Convention and would not accept that the Convention apply

to it. In the result, the final paragraph of the preamble

contains the only reference to military nuclear material as

follows;

See footnotes 1 and 2 above
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"RECOGNIZING the importance of effective physical

protection of nuclear material used for military purposes,

and understanding that such material is and will continue

! to be accorded stringent physical protection";

nuclear material/facilities; initially some provisions

were written to apply not only to nuclear material but also to

nuclear facilities and transport vehicles. The principle was

accepted, however, that protection of nuclear material normally

would entail the protection of facilities and storage

I installations where it was situated and vehicles in which it

was carried. The provisions as finally accepted, including the

prescription of criminal offences in Article 7, refer only to

^ nuclear material;

i

domestic/international; the most vigorously disputed

; question in relation to the scope of the Convention was whether

\ it should apply to some aspects of protection of nuclear

-• material within the domestic jurisdiction of States or only to

nuclear material while being transported internationally. A

; difficult compromise was finally reached whereby the whole of

the Convention applies to nuclear material used for peaceful

' purposes while in international nuclear transport (Article

i 2.1). As an overlay on this, the Convention applies to nuclear

,; material used for peaceful purposes while in domestic use,

storage and transport, with the exception of Articles 3 and 4
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] '

i and paragraph 3 of Article 5. These specified provisions are

'• in any case applicable in their own terms to international

transportation; more importantly they contain the obligations

: to apply the levels of physical protection prescribed in the

; Annexes. The result is that the Convention does not require

i the application of standard measures of physical protection to

: nuclear material within domestic jurisdiction which is not

being transported internationally. This substantive result is

; reinforced by the "saving" of the sovereign rights of the State

regarding the domestic use, storage and transport of nuclear

| material used for peaceful purposes (Article 2.3).

The scope of the Convention is affected also by the

definition of international nuclear transport which is stated

to mean "the carriage of a consignment of nuclear material by

any means of transportation intended to go beyond the territory

of the State where the shipment originates, beginning with the

•j departure from a facility of a shipper in that State and ending

] with the arrival at the facility of the receiver within the

•' State of ultimate destination". Representatives were unable to

; agree on the meaning of "facility" for purposes of this

-i definition. As a compromise it was left to individual States

-' parties to give their own meaning to the term. A facility may

I therefore be, for example, the airport of departure, or a

A loading bay at it, a wharf, or a storage installation or

< facility from which the nuclear material is removed for the

purpose of shipping it internationally. In the latter case,

the application of the levels of protection required by the
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Annexes would be required for the domestic leg of the

transportation - to this extent the standard of physical

protection applied domestically must be at least as high as

that required internationally. The definition can operate so

that the shipping state, for example, will apply Convention

standards to the material during transportation through

domestic jurisdiction to an airport of departure, while the

receiving state may regard the transportation as complete at

the airport of arrival so that subsequent transportation

through domestic jurisdiction to the destination in that State

-? will not be subject to the Convention.

A further substantial question concerns the possible

application of the Convention to nuclear material transported

under another flag through the territorial seas or airspace of

a State Party, or international waters under its control, or

during land transit of its territory. In this regard it is

\ intended that the responsibility for ensuring necessary levels

" of protection devolve upon the shipper and receiver states and

not the transit state. The transit state enjoys the benefit of

the qualifying words in the operative Article on application of

= protection (Article 3), that each State Party shall take

"appropriate steps within the framework of its national law and

: consistent with international law to ensure as far as
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\ practicable that" prescribed levels apply. It would not be

"appropriate" or "practicable" for the transit state to apply

\ physical protection to an aircraft during overflight or to a

! ship during innocent passage of territorial seas or straits.

i The flag state responsible for the shipment enjoys the benefit

! of the qualification "consistent with international law" to

preserve normal rights of innocent passage and overflight. The

transit state is to be notified under Article 4.5 in advance of

expected transit by land or internal waterways or entry to

airports or seaports. This notification does not extend to

| mere overflight. A concern of some states that the Convention

• should not derogate from their territorial sovereignty and

jurisdiction was met in regard to the import, export and

transit provisions of Article 4 by a saving clause in paragraph

! 7 of that Article as follows*

"Nothing in this article shall be interpreted as in any way

affecting the territorial sovereignty and jurisdiction of a

i State, including that over its airspace and territorial

sea."
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A major political issue in the later stage of the

negotiations was the possible participation in the Convention

by the European Atomic Energy Community (Euratom).

Participation by Euratom was finally provided for in general

terms by Article 18.4 which provides;

"(a) This Convention shall be open for signature or

accession by international organizations and regional

organizations of an integration or other nature,

provided that any such organization is constituted by

sovereign States and has competence in respect of the

negotiation, conclusion and application of

international agreements in matters covered by this

Convention.

(b) In matters within their competence, such organizations

shall, on their own behalf, exercise the rights and

fulfil the responsibilities which this Convention

attributes to States Parties.

(c) When becoming party to this Convention such an

organization shall communicate to the depositary a

declaration indicating which States are members

thereof and which articles of this Convention do not

apply to it.
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(d) Such an organization shall not hold any vote

additional to those of its Member States."

One legal curiosity is that Article 5.2 gives a right to

states not party to the Convention to request assistance in the

event of theft, robbery or any other unlawful taking of nuclear

material or of credible threat thereof. Third states are

therefore in the same position as States Parties concerning

receipt of assistance under this provision; however, it should

be noted that assistance is to be given "in accordance with

national law" and "to the maximum feasible extent" in

the recovery and protection of material concerned. In so far

as the requested state is the judge of what is "feasible" it

retains discretion as to what, if any, assistance will be given.

^Compare equivalent provisions in Convention on Long-Range
Transboundary Air Pollution, Geneva, 13 November 1979;
Convention on the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living
Resources,Canberra, 20 May 1980.
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The Convention is subject to review by a conference of

States Parties convened by the depositary five years after its

entry into force as to "the implementation of the Convention

and its adequacy as concerns the preamble, the whole of the

operative part and the Annexes in the light of the then

prevailing situation". This somewhat sententious provision was

part of the compromise on the scope of the Convention recorded

in Article 2. It was understood as ensuring that all aspects

of the scope could be reviewed, with the possibility of

extension of the whole of the Convention to nuclear material

within domestic jurisdiction.

As of 1 June 1981 the Convention had been signed by 29

states, and Euratom and ratified by Sweden and the German

Democratic Republic. Since 21 definitive consents to be bound

are needed for the Convention to enter into force, it can be

expected that some two or three years might elapse before this

takes place. Since the Convention was negotiated there have

not been significant incidents which would have attracted the

application of its provisions for prosecution or extradition,

nor has there been any controversy concerning protection of

material being transported internationally. One can only hope

that this happy state of affairs will continue while states

take the necessary steps to ratify in sufficient numbers to

bring the Convention into force and, indeed, thereafter. The

recognition by states concerned of the need for such a

Convention, their willingness to negotiate it as expeditiously

as they did, and the substance of the Convention, augur well

for international co-operation in the physical protection of

nuclear material.


